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Crescat Scientia et Vita Excolatur. “Let knowledge 
increase and life be enhanced.” The motto of the University of Chi- 
cago emblazoned on its seal reflects the work of scholars and one of 
the fundamental problems of librarians. As the scholar investigates 
and researches, pushing back the boundaries of knowledge, and pub- 
lishes his results, the task of the librarian and bibliographer begins. 
When this research reaches the proportions of an “explosion,” as it 
has today, the bibliographical agencies that would seek to record and 
control this explosion find themselves falling rapidly behind in the 
race. If the observation of the late Dr. Fremont Ryder is correct, that 
knowledge doubles itself about every sixteen years at an exponential 
rate, then the prospects of encompassing this growth outdistances the 
human imagination. The simple fact is that there is a knowledge ex- 
plosion in every field of research, and the end is not in sight. 
Each year from our American presses some fourteen thousand titles 
pour out in profusion; in England there are twenty thousand; and 
UNESCO estimates that some four hundred thousand titles are pub- 
lished annually in the world. In the beginning of the nineteenth cen- 
tury there were perhaps a handful of learned journals published in 
the Western world. Today there are possibly forty thousand of every 
variety covering every imaginable science from the most parochial to 
the most intensely rarefied philosophical sub-specialty. To the readers 
of this journal, this is to belabor the most workaday fact. The question 
has already emerged: Who can possibly keep up with this “aweful 
perpetuity of print”? No one scholar or even group of scholars can 
do so. The universal man of the Renaissance vanished long ago and 
even the “general r e a d  man of the seventeenth century is a rarity. 
The scholar today is an intense specialist and expert in a very small 
area of rigorous learning. He knows little if anything of what students 
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outside his field are doing, and not always everything that his own 
fellow field workers are doing. Those who have the responsibility of 
developing library collectio,ns, and Qrganizing this overflowing reservoir 
of information are overwhelmed by the portent. Even if they could 
obtain all of the materials needed by these voracious scholars, how 
can they point to them when they are called for, how record them 
in intelligible form so that they are easily accessible? Automation and 
cybernation loom large. 
Charles Sanders Peirce, the belatedly recovered “Father of Ameri- 
can Pragmatism,” used a phrase, though in a slightly different context, 
that describes the task of the bibliographer in any field. He said that 
philosophers should seek “the ideal state of complete information.” 
This is the lure of the librarian and bibliographer: to seek to reach 
that ideal state where the data, even the most minute, is recorded and 
made available. He devises catalogs, manuals, indexes, abstracts, every 
possible means to delineate the graphic record, He collects, conserves, 
and communicates vast collections of general and specialized knowl- 
edge that may be synthesized in reports, articles, books, all for the 
purpose of enhancing life and its intelligent expression. 
But, however, learned and skilled he may be as a bibliographer, 
however dedicated and conscientious in his task, he faces the inevita- 
ble melancholy fact that the day his work is done it is outdated and 
needs updating. So tomorrow, and tomorrow, and the next day he 
will be at his desk to continue the unrelenting mission of service to 
scholars, to which his institution and office are dedicated. 
The purpose of this contribution is to survey the current state of 
bibliography in two subject fields that have been very closely related 
through most of their careers, those of philosophy and religion. NO 
attempt is made to study their internal, constitutive substance. Rather 
our concern is with the adequacy of the control and organization of 
the bibliographical enterprise in these areas. Our concern is not bibli-
othecal, i.e., concerned with the organization and administration of 
collections in libraries, though this is presupposed. It is rather with 
the ways and means of getting at  those collections housed in large and 
small libraries, in books and journals and perhaps in other media. We 
shall enumerate and evaluate to some extent the major bibliographical 
endeavors being carried on in these two oldest of human disciplines. 
We look first at the current state and future prospects of the bibliog- 
raphy of philosophy. 
Phitosophy as a discipline is at least as old as the Ionian Greeks 
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who began to reflect critically on the nature of reality in the sixth 
century before our era. I t  may be even older if the “wisdom” of an-
cient peoples is considered philosophy. I t  is certainly as old as the 
first man who looked at the stars and wondered how they came to be. 
Out of man’s wonder and curiosity, out of his unconquerable imagina- 
tion, philosophy was born. Through the centuries it has taken many 
forms, and a Plato risen from the dead today would be somewhat 
puzzled at the philosophizing of our contemporaries, and he might 
possibly refuse to accord them the title. 
Up until this century, philosophy as a specific discipline had been 
largely metaphysics, concerned with a speculative scheme of the na- 
ture of the universe and being. Professor A. J. Ayer of Oxford has 
characterized this whole era as that of the “pontiffs,” while the present 
era he thinks of as dominated by “journeymen.” The nature of the 
enterprise has changed, and changed radically since the first World 
War. About this there can be no doubt if one but reads the signs of 
the times1 
It would, therefore, be a little foolhardy, if not presumptuous, to try 
to define the field of philosophy, One could simply give an operational 
definition and say that it is made up of those who “do” philosophy 
in one form or another. And within the field itself there are dogmatists 
who would say that it can only be “done” in one, and only one way. 
We shall not attempt to arbitrate in this matter, but only say that 
bibliographically the record indicates a wide-ranging diversity of phi- 
losophizing at the present time. 
Reading the record, one sees a resurgence of vitality in philosophy, 
the like of which has not been witnessed in a generation, especially 
in the United States. Not since the “golden age” of the great teacher- 
philosophers such as William James, Josiah Royce, George H. Palmer 
and John Dewey, has there been such an interest in philosophy. The 
twenties and thirties witnessed a slight decline in philosophy; since 
1945 there has been a growing, and at times a popular concern for 
philosophy. The teaching of philosophy in colleges and universities 
has boomed in the last decade. So true is this that the editor of the 
recently published Directory of American Philosophers reflected that 
“the teaching of philosophy is now a mass affair.” At present there 
are some fifty-eight hundred teachers of philosophy in colleges and 
universities. The professional society of philosophers-the American 
Philosophical Association-numbers over two thousand members, 
while twenty years ago it had only seven hundred. Across the world 
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there are some ninety philosophical societies, publishing equally as 
many journals. In the United States alone there are forty-nine distinct 
philosophical journals published, and if all the teachers and scholars 
mentioned above’were to write and publish a book and an article 
each, the bibliographer would be swept away in the flooda3 
Formerly philosophy was a bibliographically manageable field. On 
the present scene it seems about to burst its seams, threatening to 
break out beyond control. Many interdisciplinary journals have 
emerged in the last decade, journals of mathematical philosophy, 
philosophy and theology, and one that even seeks the “common factor” 
underlying all of the areas. It is certainly true that older classification 
schedules cannot any longer contain the fields. There are philosophies 
of-science, religion, education, law, and recently of the social sci- 
ences. Sometimes scholars in five different disciplines may want the 
same book or journal article; it is obvious that libraries cannot end- 
lessly duplicate their resources. 
Something like this is already overtaking philosophy. Certainly no 
one scholar can any longer keep up with the whole field; it is no longer 
possible to be like Emanuel Swedenborg, who was reputed to have 
been master of thirty-eight fields of learning. Today one cannot keep 
on top of even the books, to say nothing of the periodical literature. 
Professor John Passmore, himself an able historian of the subject, re- 
marked recently: “A general history of any field is difficult to write; 
and it becomes more and more difficult in a period like our own, 
which has witnessed a scholarship explosion scarcely less disconcert- 
ing than the population explosion . , . . No one can keep himself even 
reasonably in touch with the monograph and periodical literature- 
or even the books-on the classical, medieval, and modern periods of 
Western philosophy, to say nothing of Eastern philosophy.” 
If the historian cannot encompass the field, neither can the bibli- 
ographer, nor should be delude himself that he can. This does not 
relieve him of the task of making the bibliographical record as com- 
plete as he humanly can. He will know that he alone cannot do it, 
nor five nor fifty men, but rather that constant teamwork is the sine 
qua non here as elsewhere. 
Philosophy may be studied and bibliographically covered in several 
ways. It may be looked at as a congeries of disciplines, such as the 
traditional ones of metaphysics, ethics, epistemology, aesthetics, and 
value theory, or it may be studied as the lengthened shadows of great 
men, the Ylatos, Aristotles, Thomases, Leibnitzes and Whiteheads. 
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Socrates is the only major philosopher whose ipsissima verba are in 
doubt. Otherwise all of the philosophers wrote books, articles, tracts, 
summas. Or we may look at the movements they created or inspired. 
Today there are about four distinct trends, or movements and “schools” 
in philosophy. In the Western world, especially in England and Amer- 
ica, analysis, logical and linguistic, is predominant. I t  stems from the 
older Vienna Circle of logical positivism and the thinking of G. E. 
Moore, Bertrand Russell, and Ludwig Wittgenstein. 
Existentialism, dominant in some quarters of Europe, stems origi- 
nally from the impact of S@ren Kierkegaard, and more recently from 
the thought of Martin Heidegger, Karl Jaspers and J. P. Sartre. Phe-
nomenology, a movement and method inspired by Franz Brentano 
and Edmund Husserl, and recently of growing influence in the United 
States, has had almost no impact in Great Britain. In France especially 
it has joined forces with existentialism and there may emerge from 
this interchange a fruitful synthesis. Finally, there are still some vig-
orous exponents of what has been traditionally called metaphysics. 
Many of the contributors to the American journal Review of Meta-
physics would fall in this category. One thinks of the creative work 
of Professors Charles Hartshorne and Paul Weiss as continuing the 
classical task. Most of the younger philosophers are preoccupied with 
analysis in one form or another, or with some interdisciplinary field 
such as the philosophy of science. Latin American philosophers seem 
to be concerned at present with re-thinking older positions such as 
personalism, idealism, or naturalism. Ethics, value theory, and politi- 
cal philosophy also find exponents, both in Latin America, North 
America and England.5 
One wiII note immediately that in deIineating these movements and 
trends there seems to be a deficiency. Thomistic philosophy is missing 
and so is Marxism. Why? Is not Neo-Thomism an “ancient and far- 
spreading” philosophy? Does it not command some of the ablest minds 
in the modern world? And the same might be said of Marxism. This 
is certainly beyond dispute. Neo-Thomism was not mentioned because 
it is the official philosophy of an institution, the Roman Catholic 
Church. Marxism is the official philosophy of a party and of political 
states. Both must be reckoned with bibliographically. Philosophy has 
not for the most part been subjected to an institution, though philoso- 
phies have often been taught through institutions. Roman Catholic 
scholars and institutions have been the paramount bibliographers, and 
our debt to them is enormous. The Marxists as philosophers have no 
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comparable record of recording and communicating their research. 
This brings us immediately to the crux of our study and survey- 
the bibliographical coverage in contemporary philosophy. The litera- 
ture of philosophy, on the whole and overall, is more adequately cov- 
ered than is the literature of religion and theology. Neither at present, 
nor in project, is there anything comparable to that excellent re-
source called Bihliographie de la Philosophie, published quarterly 
by the International Institute of Philosophy in Paris with the aid of 
UNESCOS6 It is a complete coverage of books in philosophy in 
the Western languages. An able corps of bibliographers supervises its 
coverage, including such distinguished men as Raymond Klibansky 
and Gilbert Varet, in collaboration with an international team of sub-
ject specialists, It is organized by broad subject classifications such as 
“Metaphysics and General Theory,” “History of Philosophy,” and the 
cross-disciplinary fields such as philosophy of religion, law, and cul- 
ture. There is a section in each number on the bibliographical tools, 
the manuals, dictionaries, bibliographies, etc., as well as on transla- 
tions and editions, It is thoroughly indexed for ready reference. There 
are helpful annotations for each entry. There is an American Biblio- 
graphic Center that covers imprints in this country, under the able 
direction of Paul Kurtz. 
Another excellent bibliographical coverage of philosophical books 
is provided by Philosophischer Literatzwanxeiger, which in essence is 
the bibliographical record of the journal Zeitschrift f u r  philosophische 
Forschting published in germ an^.^ It is somewhat of a “review” me- 
dium rather than strictly a bibliography-. Each issue contains about 
seventy pages of review of what the editor considers the most signs- 
cant books published in the preceding period. It is about six months 
behind at the time of its appearance, though there is a section of the 
very newest publications in the field. One should not rely on it for 
completeness; it is an Anzeiger, i.e., it “indicates” in concise compass 
what it thinks to be important. Philosophical Books, published at the 
University of Leicester in England over the past six years is a com-
parable instrument. It notes significant books, both foreign and Eng- 
lish. The reviewers are some of the ablest philosophers in the English- 
speaking world.8 
Two other comprehensive sources should be mentioned to complete 
the record. The Enciclopedia de Orientacidn Bibliogrcifi~a,~ published 
in Barcelona, edited by the Jesuit scholar T. Zamarriego, attempts a 
coverage of philosophy, though it includes other fields as well. Vol-
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umes 3-4 contain the “ciencias humanas” and thus philosophy and 
religion. Four volumes have appeared to date (1963). I t  would seem 
to be continuous in intention. In South America a recent comprehen- 
sive attempt has been inaugurated for the purpose of extensive cov- 
erage. This is the Documentacidn Criticn Iberoamericana,lo the first 
volume of which was published in October of 1964. Perhaps between 
these two bibliographical media the Spanish speaking world will be- 
come better known than heretofore, 
While our concern here is with comprehensive and general biblio- 
graphical coverage, another supplementary source should not be over- 
looked nor discounted. This is especially true for specialized bibliog-
raphy, of which there is an abundance. We are thinking here of the 
philosophical journals, Though they are not direct instruments of bib- 
liographical record, they nonetheless keep their readers aware of a 
large body of literature, books and periodicals. As an example of this, 
one thinks of the Philosophical Reviezc ( U S . ) ,  Philosophy (England), 
Mind (England), and the Reuiezo of Metaphysics ( U.S. ). The Journal 
of Symbolic Logic does a masterly job of covering the literature rele- 
vant to the various logics abroad today. The Notre Dame Journal of 
Formal Logic attempts a like service in bibliography. 
Since World War I1 there has been an “Iron Curtain” in more than 
politics between the Soviet Union and the Western World. I t  has 
extended to culture in general and philosophy in particular. There has 
been a kind of intransigence and truculence on both sides. Decadent, 
bourgeois, capitalistic warmongers on the one side; totalitarian ideolo- 
gists on the other. Since the late fifties, there seems to be a “thaw.” 
Under the aegis of Professor Joseph Bochenski and his colleagues of 
the Institute of East-European Studies at the University of Fribourg, 
Switzerland, there has been a thorough-going attempt to research 
Russian and Soviet philosophy and to record their publications. With 
the assistance of Dr. Thomas Blakely and several other collaborators, 
Professor Bochenski has attempted a retrospective project of covering 
the bibliography since 1947. The Institute publishes a quarterly called 
Studies in Soviet Thought (which began in 1961), each issue of which 
contains an ongoing record of the books and journal articles appear- 
ing; there are excellent specialized bibliographical surveys a1so.l’ Pro- 
fessor Blakely has given us two very useful interpretative works on the 
current scene in Soviet philosophy which enrich our comprehension of 
this erstwhile enigma. The major work of the Institute is the retro- 
spective Bibliographie der Sowietischen Philosophie, referred to above, 
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that begins with the year 1947; the first volume appeared in 1959 and 
it will be a continuous record.12 With the work of these scholars dia- 
lectical materialism (“Diamat”) is no longer so forbidding as before. 
Professor Bochenski and his co-workers deserve our profound grati- 
tude for unveiling to us the sphinx-like mind of Russia. If there is any 
possible meeting of minds between these two spheres, any possible 
modus uivendi, a great deal of the credit will go to the Institute of 
East-European Studies. 
A good illustration of bibliography in an interdisciplinary area is 
the work now being done in compiling and continuing a record in the 
“philosophy of history.” The journal History and Theory, now in its 
fifth year, is undertaking to cover this field, both in books and periodi- 
cal literature. These bibliographies are published as Beihefte to the 
journal, under the title Bibliography of Works in the philosophy of 
History; they cover the period from 1945 to the present, and are to 
be kept up-to-date.lS Also projected are a series of special bibliogra- 
phies on various philosophers of history such as Arnold Toynbee, Or- 
tega y Gasset, and Benedetto Croce. Marxism as an interpretation of 
history will be considered in a special treatment. The project is largely 
confined to the Western world, where most of the philosophizing about 
history is actually done. Subject coverage is very thorough. Theory, 
methodology, historiography, and related areas are dealt with in de- 
tail. Other relational disciplines and interdisciplinary fields need to 
follow the example of History and Theory. 
The bibliographical tools and media noted above are largely bibli- 
ographies of books, How fares the periodical coverage which is so 
very germane to philosophical research and teaching? The most mas- 
sive coverage of periodical literature in philosophy is done by the 
Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique in its quarterly Bulletin 
SignulStique under the broad subject of “Sciences Hzimaines,” which 
of course includes philosophy and re1igi0n.l~ The Bulletin records in 
systematic detail the periodical-journal-serial publications of the pre- 
vious quarter. The only limitation, if it is a limitation, is that the re-
porting and annotation are done in French, which is not insuperable. 
The genuine value of this monumental tool is that it undertakes to 
cover not only philosophy, but related fields as well: psychology, so- 
ciology, archaeology, pedagogy, et ul. It also records books and their 
reviews. 
An impressive feature of this remarkable source is the h e  system 
of subject headings that analyses the literature in detail, e.g., under 
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“Logique” there are sub-headings on the philosophy of knowledge 
and knowing, history of logic, linguistics, general and special. Thus it 
becomes a valuable research instrument easily employable in the 
search for literature. There are brier’ summaries of the contents of 
articles and books. A veritable bibliographical network, the Bulletin 
Signaldtique almost makes automation unnecesary. 
For specific philosophical periodical co\.erage one must tiirn to the 
complementary tool of the Bibliographic de  la Philosophie published 
quarterly in Louvain by the Soci6t6 Philosophique de Louvain: the 
Re’pertoire Bibliographique de la Philo~ophie.’~Now in its seventeenth 
year, it has proved itself a usable tool for an index to the major phi- 
losophical journals. It indexes many hundreds of journals and periodi- 
cals. A n y  article of philosophical interest, ei’en if it appears in the 
Church Quarterly Review or the Times Literary Supplement, is noted. 
It is organized by traditional subject fields and interdisciplinary areas 
very similar to its counterpart for books. The final number contains 
book review guides (comptes rendus) and an author index (though 
there is a very complex and confusing superscript system that has to 
be mastered for full usage). 
With this we close our survey of bibliographical coverage in philos- 
ophy. Philosophy will continue to grow as a field of learning, teaching 
and research, Continued effort will need to be put forth by the phi- 
losophical fraternity to encompass its growing literature. Philosophers 
in the past have had a “conscience” about this; we believe that they 
will continue to do so in the future. 
Religion is in some ways an even more complex phenomenon. At 
many points along the way, especially in the Christian West, the two 
disciplines have been closely associated. Philosophic literature begins 
about the time of Plato; before that time philosophy is preserved only 
in fragments. With religion and theology the story is quite different. 
There are volumes of religious literature going back to ancient times. 
One has but to think of the Bible to be aware of the quantity that 
we actually possess. And yet when the historian of religion wants to 
reconstruct the past of any one religion, or religion as a phenomenon, 
he does not have nearly enough material to work with. Even so his 
plight is much better than that of the historian of philosophy in the 
comparable period. 
To make the story even more complex, and unlike philosophy, re- 
ligion and religions produce and are bound up with communities, 
cultures, rituals, ceremonies. None of these is characteristic of the 
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philosophic enterprise, Philosophers for the most part have worked 
alone as individuals. Rarely have they been spokesmen for communi- 
ties. Religionists and theologians on the other hand, have been and 
are, spokesmen and proponents of communities and churches. 
Moreover, religious communities as they emerge in history and de- 
velop, often split into factious bodies. One thinks of the more than 
three hundred Protestant bodies in the United States alone; there are 
three distinct divisions with American Judaism, and even the Roman 
Catholic Church is not as monolithic as it has often appeared. Bibli- 
ographically, then, the literature of religion is almost as complex as 
the entity producing it.16 
This is said with religion in the Western world in mind; Eastern 
religions seem to be even more complex, and it is only in the last 
century that we have had any accurate knowledge or understanding 
of them. Philosophy and religion are then nearly the two universal 
enterprises, certainly the oldest of man’s endeavors, 
To attempt to characterize contemporary religion, even the Christian 
religion, as we did the philosophic movements is impossible short of 
a book. Fortunately, there are many interpretative volumes that the 
interested reader might take up for further understanding. Any at- 
tempt to give bibliographical coverage to the subject requires some 
internal understanding of the phenomenon. This is as true of philos- 
ophy as of religion. This is why some of the finest work in this direc- 
tion today is being done by Roman Catholic scholars, who have tradi- 
tionally been adept in both philosophy and religion. 
Religion and theology are treated here as two distinct disciplines, 
although in actuality there is a very fine line between them at times, 
and there are many overlaps. At times they are interchangeable parts. 
Theology is an ancient discipline, at least as old as the Church Fathers 
of the second and third century of our era. For a good part of its 
career it has been both an ecclesiastical and a university discipline. 
In more recent time, especially, Protestant theology in the United 
States has been the product of seminaries, although there have been 
some excellent university-related divinity schools, and both have pro- 
duced some excellent scholarship. 
The scientific study of religion is the product of German and French 
scholarship of the past century. Religion in its psychological, histori- 
cal, and sociological roots, is the product of several great pioneer re- 
searchers such as Max Miiller, C. P. Tiele, Max Weber, Emile Durk- 
heim, William James, George Foot Moore, and several recent scholars 
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such as the late Joachim Wach, G. Van der Leuw and Mircea Eliade 
presently at the University of Chicago. Religion, like philosophy, has 
boomed in the past decade. I t  has been treated as a Humanistic Dis- 
cipline, and as complementary to history, anthropology and general 
cultural studies. There is the present prospect, in the light of recent 
Supreme Court rulings, that teaching about religion will continue to 
grow apace. 
Despite the long-standing separation of Church and State in this 
country, it is surprising that several state universities make some 
provision for teaching of and about religion, and some even have full- 
fledged departments devoted to the subject. History of religions, soci- 
ology of religion, philosophy of religion, all are now academic disci- 
plines and are no longer purely seminary concerns. 
Bibliographically, the most comprehensive coverage of the scientific 
study of religion is the International Bibliography of the History of 
Religiom, published yearly under the auspices of the Interna-
tional Association for the History of Religions, with the support of 
UNESCO.17 It attempts to index journals and record books in these 
various fields. All major religions, East and West, are covered; both 
ancient and modern religions are included. There are two major flaws 
to this otherwise excellent endeavor. One is that there is a serious 
time “gap” in the record; until recently the 1956 volume had not ap- 
peared. Secondly, there is some duplication that is in this reviewer’s 
estimate unnecessary. Space saved could well be given to Eastern re- 
ligions, which are not so available to us. Nevertheless, this is a very 
valuable and usable tool, and will be of even more value as these 
disciplines grow in influence in the years ahead. 
Three of the sources mentioned above-the Bibliographie de la 
Philosophie, Bulletin Signaldtique, and the Re‘pertoire-all have sec- 
tions covering religion, primarily philosophy of religion. The simple 
fact is that these two disciplines are difficult to separate at some 
points. Given their nature, they will inevitably interpenetrate many 
fields, and in turn be influenced by many other studies. Such a tech- 
nological process as automation-cybernation has moral-religious-philo- 
sophical implications. This is already beginning to appear in the 
literature. The life and thinking of man cannot be as easily compart- 
mentalized as we had earlier assumed. 
We shall now leave the field of the science of religion and move 
directly into theology, specifically, Christian theology and its related 
disciplines. These disciplines are, at least traditionally, ( 1) Theology 
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proper, including systematic, historical and philosophical treatments; 
( 2 )  Biblical studies, including Old and New Testament; ( 3 )  Church 
history, including patristics and missions; ( 4 )  Pastoral and Practical 
Theology, including Homiletics, Religious Education, Liturgics and 
Counseling. 
The fields of theology are not as thoroughly covered as its sister 
discipline of philosophy, though there has been increasing concern 
with this in recent years. In this country the enterprise called Religious 
and Theological Abstracts attempts to give a fairly complete coverage 
to the periodical literature in all theological disciplines, though this 
is not done as extensively as we could wish.18 Moreover, the time gap 
is becoming serious ( i t  is already a year behind at  this writing), 
which lessens its value as a tool of research. It is done by a compe- 
tent corps of abstracters. It reflects the difficulties faced by a private 
enterprise when it attempts to do this kind of job. 
More ambitious and thorough, though not an abstracting instrument, 
is the Index to Religious Periodical Literature produced by the Amer- 
ican Theological Library Association since 1949.19 This Zndex began 
modestly indexing about thirty journals fifteen years ago; today it is 
indexing 105, with plans to index even more. Every major theological 
area is covered. Minute subject heading is attempted, though with the 
constant emergence of theological trends the project becomes more 
difficult. The editor, in conversation with this writer, recently asked: 
“What do we do about the ‘Death of God’ theology that is beginning 
to produce a literature?” Traditional subject heading will not suffice. 
What is to be done? If the editor creates his own as he goes along this 
will only compound things in the end. Nor is this peculiar to theology 
and religion; every indexer has to face this, whether in the physical 
sciences, social sciences, or any other field. The ATLA Zndex is none- 
theless an excellent instrument and the editor and the theological 
librarians who support it are to be commended for a job well done. 
The Index, which is only two years younger than the ATLA, projects 
for itself the indexing of more and more sources, plus the indexing of 
articles of religious interest that may not appear in specific theological 
periodicals. Already it indexes seminary journals and bulletins where 
“research in progress” may be reported, but which are not indexed 
elsewhere. Not alone in this enterprise, the ATLA has supportive as- 
sistance from the Catholic Periodical Index, the Methodist Zndex, and 
recently the more conservative theological groups are producing a 
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Christian Periodical Index. Between all of these the literature is just 
about covered beyond complaint. 
We have remarked earlier on the excellent bibliographical work of 
Roman Catholic scholars. One of the most excellent and serviceable 
of the various “elenchi” that they produce is the one appearing yearly 
in the Ephemerides Theologicae Lovanicnsis.20 It is a very thorough 
instrument covering both book and periodical sources. It is organized 
around traditional theological subjects and encompasses these in de- 
tail (under Latin titles such as “Theologia moralis”). There is a fine 
index of authors that leads one to the item immediately. 
Biblical studies, among the theological disciplines, are perhaps the 
most thoroughly covered. Since 1920 the journal Biblica has published 
a yearly “Elenchus Bibliographicus biblicus,” which is the most mas- 
sive of its kind anywhere (so extensive has it become that in some 
places it is separated from the journal and classified by itself).21 It 
does for Biblical research what the Ephemerides does for theology 
proper. Along with the Internationale Zeitschriftenschau fur Bibel- 
wissenschaft und Grenzgebiete, now in its sixteenth year, the Biblical 
fields are thoroughly covered, together with related areas such as 
archaeology, Near Eastern studies and Semitic languages.22 Both 
media appear regularly on schedule and there is not a serious lag 
at this time, New Testament Abstracts, published by the Theological 
Faculty of Weston College in Massachusetts, is another substantial 
piece of scholarly abstracting and recording for a special field.23 Every 
area and New Testament topic is dealt with. Also there is a selective 
section of books and some useful biographical data on various New 
Testament scholars who are making important contributions to the 
field, 
Church history as an ecclesiastical endeavor is post-Reformation in 
origin, The annalists and chroniclers of the Middle Ages were fore- 
runners. Although there were exceptions, such as Mabillon and the 
Bollandists, from the Reformation almost until the middle of the last 
century Church history was polemical in intent or apologetic or a 
combination of both. For some time it was sectarian, and often de- 
nominational, and frequently not a very respectable enterprise. With 
the rise of scientific history in nineteenth century Germany under Von 
Ranke, Mommsen, Niebuhr and others, Church history, sharing in this 
spirit, established itself as an important discipline in theology. I t  com- 
manded some of the most imaginative writers and scholars of the era, 
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e.g., August Neander, F. C. Bauer, Philip Schaff, Adolph von Harnack. 
As a specific study it was largely absent from American theological 
education until near the end of the last century. Now it is a thriving 
academic study in American divinity schools. 
The literature of the field is vast, because it shades off into “secular” 
history along the way, and at times it is not always clear what the 
materials of church history are, And this is all to the good. There is 
a common history treated alike by the church historian and other his- 
torians. Once again our Catholic colleagues are in the vanguard in 
recording the materials. The yearly bibliographie of the Catholic Uni- 
versity of Louvain’s Revuc dhistoire eccle’siastique is the equal of the 
“elenchus” of Biblica for its field.24 Its indexing of journals, serials, 
book reviews, Festschriften, is as thorough a piece of work as human 
effort can accomplish. (A number of references relevant to this and 
other aspects of religion will also be found in Lawrence Thompson’s 
chapter on “Bibliography of Continental European Literature,” par- 
ticularly in the section on medieval literature. ) 
Missions has in recent years become a specific discipline within 
church history, Like its mother discipline its literature is now vast 
and increasing. The ecumenical organization known as the Interna- 
tional Missionary Council (now merged with the World Council of 
Churches) through its journal the International Reciew of Missions 
attempts to survey the literature through a continuous bibliography 
appearing in every number of the quarterly.25 It covers not only spe- 
cific missiological literature but materials relevant to mission research, 
such as “area studies,” government reports, etc. 
Patristics, like missiology, has developed over the past century into 
a specialized field within church history, As a subject it covers the 
study of the early church Fathers up to the Middle Ages. Its pioneer 
researchers were largely German scholars, though the British have not 
been far behind, and may in some ways be ahead today in this dis- 
cipline. Again the Germans tend to do the comprehensive work re- 
flected in the manuals of patrology, while the British are excellent at 
doing thorough work on specific topics. Bibliographically, the work 
being done at present is international in scope. The Bibliographia 
Patristica is a product of teamwork representing seventeen Mitarbeiter 
from all countries and denominational backgrounds-Roman Catholic, 
Anglican, Eastern Orthodox and Protestant. The record begins in 1956 
and is published yearly.26 The first volume appeared in 1959. Though 
excellent in its coverage it is unfortunately nearly four years behind 
at this time, 
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Church history as a theological-historical discipline is thus covered 
fairly adequately by bibliographical and review networks. The Church 
historian may rest in the assurance, that given also the work done 
in historiography by UNESCO and other agencies, nothing will be 
lost to him in the endless river of print, 
Practical and pastoral theology is theology reduced to its operational 
dimensions. It is the church at  work in preaching, teaching, worship- 
ping, and involving itself in the world. In many schools this field or 
fields is often saved from narrow parochial concerns and internal piety 
by entering into interdisciplinary relations with the behavioral sci- 
ences, literature, drama, and various other experiments such as urban 
sociology. 
We shall not attempt here a survey of the bibliographical coverage 
of these various sub-specialties, but rather point out one as exemplary 
of what may be done bibliographically. In the past sixty years a vital- 
izing movement called the Liturgical Movement has been under way 
both within Catholicism and Protestantism, Originating in Belgium 
and Germany it has spread to the United States. It has energized the 
subject of liturgics, which formerly had been preoccupied with rubrics 
and ceremonial. Liturgics and the Liturgical Movement have produced 
an enormous literature in this past half century. 
Year by year countless books and articles appear. Part of this litera- 
ture is recorded in church history bibliography. Two excellent controls 
may be noted here. The Liturgical Press in Collegeville, Minnesota, 
which is the American home of the Movement, publishes an excellent 
Yearbook of Liturgical Studies, now in its sixth year, which gives a 
comprehensive, concise abstract of the literature of the fields. There 
is a thorough index appended for ready reference and finding.27 
The German counterpart is the Jahrbuch fu r  Liturgik und Hymnol-
ogie, published in Kassel since 1955, Like the American Yearbook it 
records the literature of worship and church music, with many other 
recordings that might be relevant to the study.28 The Germans pro- 
duce many useful Jahrbiicher of comparable scope to the one men- 
tioned here, though none of them attempt the bibliographical coverage 
in depth of the Kassel publication. 
Before closing this survey mention should be made, and tribute 
paid, to the excellent supplementary work done by journals in the 
field. Without this being their primary purpose, they do nonetheless 
record in a year’s time much of the literature in any particular field 
of research. Many of them contain substantial bibliographical essays 
that may be extremely helpful to scholars, One thinks here of such 
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scholarly journals as the Journal of Religion (US.),the Journal of 
Theological Studies (England), along with the Theologische Rund- 
schau (which has excellent ten-year surveys of literature in various 
areas from time to time), the Theologische Zeitschrift (Swiss), and 
the very oldest of them all, the nearly indispensible Theologische Lit- 
eraturzeitung, published in Leipzig for over ninety years. Mention 
should also be made of the fine Jewish journals, especially in this 
country, such as Tradition and Judaism. For the scholar on the grow- 
ing edge of research, these are indispensible tools of the trade. A 
working scholar would have to read every waking minute of his life 
to keep up with the literature, even in a small area; he may be assured 
that through the bibliographical network delineated above, he may 
find his materials when that moment comes when they will serve 
his need. 
Our concern has been to note the comprehensiveness of bibliography 
in philosophy and religion. Summarizing, we may say the following 
about the current state and future prospects: 
(1) The field of philosophy is for the most part thoroughly covered 
by book and periodical bibliographies. At present there is much more 
cooperative and coordinated effort to bring the bibliography under 
control, than is true of the disciplines of religion and theology. There 
has been good Continental, British, and American teamwork to bring 
this about, along with generous encouragement from UNESCO. The 
future will witness the continuation of a work so well begun. 
(2)  Religion as a humanistic discipline, including its history, phe- 
nomenology, sociology and philosophy, is fairly well recorded in var- 
ious media, with supportive assistance from other disciplines in the 
social sciences and humanities. There seems to be a growing rap- 
prochement between scholars in these areas and this portends well 
for the future. 
( 3 )  In the specifically theological disciplines, the coverage, at least 
for some of the fields, is thorough; Bible and Church history for in- 
stance, are exemplary. More adequate coverage needs to be given 
to the fields of theology proper and especially to the pastoral-practical 
disciplines. It could be hoped that the newly founded American Acad- 
emy of Religion would concern itself with the bibliographical task in 
establishing a comprehensive, cooperative, coordinated bibliographic 
center (as for example the American Bibliographic Center for philos- 
ophy). If it joined forces with the American Theological Library As-
sociation it could well produce an instrument of the scope of the 
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Bibliographie de la Philosophie and the Re’pertoire. Protestants and 
Catholics need to work closer together in this ecumenical era in this 
respect. With this kind of cooperation the time “lag” and the informa- 
tion “gap” could be overcome. 
( 4 )  Under the impact of science and technology scholars and bibli- 
ographers in the humanistic disciplines should develop an intense 
consciousness of the urgency of the bibliographic-reference tasks that 
they are mutually concerned with. They should keep open every pos- 
sible channel of communication with each other. 
Up until almost yesterday libraries, book selection, bibliography, 
could be taken for granted; somehow the work got done through 
some kind of mystique. Today and tomorrow this is no longer possi- 
ble. The bibliographical task will have to become more consciously 
a matter of teamwork as it has been in the physical sciences, and 
largely in the social sciences. Specialists and bibliographers (and bib- 
liographers may be specialists also) must work hand in glove to ac- 
complish the goals of civilization and scholarship. By the year 2000 
A.D. both may be technologically unemployed by the computer. But 
that is beyond our horizon for the moment. Until then the adage of 
the ancient Romans will remain true: Verba zjolent, scriptis manent. 
The spoken word flees; the written word remains. 
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